THE EQUINE SCIENCE PROGRAM

The only university program in Sweden specialised in equine science
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The Equine science program is a three year Bachelor’s education that gives the students deep knowledge in equine science, sport and management. The Swedish University of Agricultural Sciences (SLU) is head of the programme and it’s located at the three National Equestrian Centres of Sweden; Flyinge, Strömsholm and Wången. The national centres are chosen because of their different exceptional facilities, horses, arenas and professionals.

The program is unique because of it’s combination of both theory and practical education. It offers three main professional profile options: riding horses (30 spots), trotting horses and Icelandic horses (5 spots respectively) and gives a solid foundation for those who wish to work professionally within the horse sector.

The job market after graduation is very good, both within Sweden and internationally. Possible employments are riding and trotting instructor, stable manager, trotting trainer, teacher, self-employment, advisor and education of horses.

Information about the program: www.slu.se/en/departments/equine-studies/Education/

Contact and questions? Tessan Waerner, communications therese.waerner@slu.se +46 18-67 21 91

About 80% of students have a job within the equine sector after their graduation